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Purpose: This study aims to 1) investigate inhabitants’ perceptions of doctors’ inconsiderate behaviors during diagnosis and
treatment, 2) explore the factors influencing inhabitants’ attitudes toward doctors’ professional reputation, and 3) examine the status
of doctors’ inconsiderate behaviors and inhabitants’ attitudes and behaviors toward these doctors in China.
Patients and Methods: A cross-sectional online survey was conducted with 2050 participants from over 30 Chinese cities, from
March to June 2018. In total, 1598 valid questionnaires were obtained (with an effective response rate of 77.95%). Data were analyzed
using descriptive statistics, exploratory factor analysis, and logistic linear regression analysis.
Results: We developed a questionnaire comprising of 15 items regarding doctors’ inconsiderate behaviors based on inhabitants’
perspectives (Cronbach’s alpha was 0.944). Additionally, we identified the factors that influence the attitudes of inhabitants regarding
doctors’ professional reputation, such as frequency of medical consultations, medical expenses, education catalog, and type of medical
insurance. A majority of the participants highly valued Chinese doctors’ professional reputation (87.55%), and trusted them (86.29%).
However, about 60.27% of the participants reported a pessimistic-like judgment on the current doctor–patient relationship (DPR) in
China. Participants believed that Chinese doctors received a high income (20.47%), maintained a high social status (23.46%), and had
a heavy workload (59.95%). Furthermore, about 54.88% of participants reported that they would not engage in aggressive behaviors
against doctors during a dispute. Lastly, about 26.66% of participants reported that they would act rationally when they were
dissatisfied with their doctors.
Conclusion: Impassive emotions and improper actions of doctors toward patients jointly contributed to the disrepute of Chinese
doctors. Although DPR was becoming tense, Chinese inhabitants held a positive evaluation of doctors’ professional reputation. While
an improvement in the economic situation and reputation of doctors enhanced the DPR, there remains an urgent need to improve the
working environment in regard to future Chinese health reforms.
Keywords: Chinese doctors, inconsiderate behaviors, inhabitants’ perspective, doctor–patient relationship

Introduction
After a series of reforms, China’s healthcare system has achieved considerable success in the last decade. The fairness and
accessibility of various health care services provided for inhabitants has improved drastically,1 particularly regarding the increase
in health care utilization, and the reduced rate of catastrophic health expenditure.2 However, all forms of achievements driven by
the health system reform do not yield a harmonious doctor–patient relationship (DPR). Contrary to public expectations, the
Chinese DPR continuously appears to deteriorate. In particular, workplace violence against medical professionals is particularly
serious in China, with a large number of victims, and high frequency and viciousness of attacks.3 A recent survey conducted with
2617 doctors from across 30 provinces in China revealed that 83.4% of doctors had experienced at least one type of workplace
violence within the past year.4 Similarly, a previous study indicated that doctors who experienced high-frequency workplace
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violence were more likely to have decreased job satisfaction and subjective well-being, and increased turnover intention in
hospital settings.5 The Chinese Physicians’ Practice StatusWhite Paper published by the ChineseMedical Doctor Association in
2018 revealed that three-quarters of interviewed doctors had experienced different extents of doctor–patient conflict (DPC),
while 62% reported having a poor practice environment. Approximately half of the participants believed that society had not
recognized their professional value, and their job satisfaction was significantly lower than that of other professionals.6Workplace
violence initiated by patients or their relatives has significantly increased the level of tension in DPRs in China in recent years.
Further, a high quality DPR is conducive to patients’ treatment compliance.7 Therefore, in the field of health policy and hospital
management in China, poor DPRs have attracted attention from scholars and practitioners.8

A majority of previous studies on DPRs have only examined the perspective of medical professionals, elucidating the
reasons behind frequent workplace violence from patients, leading to a biased understanding of Chinese DPRs among the
public.9 The inhabitants’ perceptions of DPRs has received little academic attention in China. Consequently, the receivers’
viewpoints and suggestions on health services have been insufficiently discussed, which likely causes a biased portrayal of the
issues related to Chinese DPRs. Previous studies have infrequently mentioned how inhabitants perceive the inconsiderate
behaviors of doctors,10 the types of behaviors of doctors that offend the service receivers, and the factors that influence
inhabitants’ attitudes toward Chinese doctors. Improving the DPR in China will improve the medical experience of one fifth of
the world’s population. While communication varies in countries and nationalities based on language and cultural environ-
ments, in the medical field, the psychological processes between doctors and patients remain the same.11 China’s efforts to
improve the DPR will also provide reform experience for other countries in the world to review and implement.

Therefore, this study was conducted to augment a more comprehensive understanding of Chinese DPRs. This study
proposed 1) to investigate the current status of the doctor’s inconsiderate behaviors from the perspective of inhabitants, 2)
to explore the factors influencing inhabitants’ attitudes regarding doctors’ professional reputation, and 3) to identify the
inhabitants’ general evaluation tendency toward the current status of the DPR, as well as the attitudes, extent of trust, and
behavior tendencies toward Chinese doctors.

Materials and Methods
Participants and Procedures
We conducted a cross-sectional study to collect data using an anonymously online questionnaire. A total of 2050
inhabitants from different regions and occupational groups within China were recruited using convenient sampling
between March and June 2018. First, we created a questionnaire on an online survey platform utilizing a reward
mechanism, wherein the website would provide some amount of money as a bonus to the respondent upon completion
of the questionnaire. Second, in order to make up for the representativeness of the snowball sampling approach, we
carefully selected 50 original deliverers, and strived to ensure heterogeneity in their personality traits and living
environments. Third, a questionnaire web link was delivered to the participants. This link was then sent to additional
individuals by the original deliverers. The survey’s progress was monitored daily. After the survey deadline, the accuracy
of the data was evaluated. The inclusion criteria of the study were as follows: 1) voluntary participation, 2) informed
consent on the front page of the online questionnaire had been checked by the participant, and 3) the individual’s
assurance about the accuracy of the information was provided. The exclusion criteria were as follows: 1) multiple
missing item responses in the questionnaire, 2) contradictory answers, and 3) the time to in the in the questionnaire was
less than 3 minutes. Finally, 1598 valid questionnaires were included for analysis. The effective response rate was
77.95%. All data were checked for consistency between the two authors.

Patient and Public Involvement
Verbal informed consent for the investigation was obtained from the participants with the approval of the Ethics
Committee of Harbin Medical University (ECHMU). Additionally, the informed consent, presented at the beginning of
our questionnaire, was personally confirmed by the interviewees. The collected data were only utilized by academic
researchers, and the confidentiality of participant information was guaranteed. The guidelines outlined in the Declaration
of Helsinki were followed in the study.
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Measures
Development of the Doctor’s Inconsiderate Behaviors from the Inhabitants’ Perspective
The questionnaire utilized in this study was developed by the authors. Using a mixed-method evaluation, the ques-
tionnaire was designed to measure doctors’ inconsiderate behaviors perceived by inhabitants and was developed in two
stages. In the first stage, two authors conducted individual unstructured interviews with inhabitants to identify their
perspectives on the inconsiderate behaviors of doctors. When the number of interviewees reached 10, the authors were
not able to obtain any new information; thus, the interview was concluded. Interview questions included, but were not
limited to the following: 1) In general, when you choose to see a doctor, what are the main factors that you consider? 2)
What is the current social image of the doctor in your mind? and 3) Has the DPR changed in recent years? Using
interview data, the factors influencing the inhabitants’ social impression/image and attitude toward Chinese doctors were
identified. Further, the authors organized the formation and description of an inconsiderate doctor’s social impression and
evaluation in the minds of an inhabitant. On this basis, the initial item pool was established. Subsequently, the qualitative
interview data collection began (ie, an expert-led discussion group was formed comprising one professor, one doctor, and
four graduate students focused on the topic of DPR). Finally, 17 definitive questions were determined.

Next, the determined questions were modified in order to remain distinct from one another, and to provide a basic
reference for item rhetoric in the process of the formal questionnaire design. Finally, all items were preliminarily divided
into two dimensions. One dimension, termed “behavioral biases,” comprised 10 items on the improper behaviors of
doctors. The second dimension, labeled “emotional alienation,” comprised seven items representing the doctors’ negative
emotional expressions from the patients’ perspective. The responses were evaluated using a 5-point Likert scale12

(“1=very inconsistent,” “2=inconformity,” “3=ordinary,” “4=consistent,” and “5=very consistent”). Cronbach’s alpha
coefficient of the doctor’s bad habit or behaviors from inhabitants’ perspective (BHB) questionnaire was 0.944.

Inhabitants’ Dual-Dimension General Evaluation Tendency Toward Chinese Doctors
As the outcome variable in the regression analysis, one question was used to verify inhabitants’ general evaluation
tendency on doctors. The answers were coded on a dual-dimension, including positive general evaluation tendency and
negative general evaluation tendency. In the single choice question (ie, “What is your general evaluation about Chinese
doctors?”) the following answers were considered to be a negative evaluation and were coded as a “0”: “All the doctors
are unqualified,” “There are more bad doctors, and very few good doctors,” and “Good doctors and bad doctors are equal
in number.” Two answer options, “There are more good doctors and a few bad doctors” and “All the doctors are good,”
were treated as a positive evaluation and coded as “1.”

Inhabitants’ Extent of Trust in Chinese Doctors
Referring to Bova et al.13 Doctor–Patient Trust Scale and considering the differences between Chinese and Western
cultures, we used a representative question (ie, “Considering your trust in the doctor, what is your opinion about the
doctor’s diagnosis and treatment plan?”) to test the extent of trust that participants held in their doctors. The question
corresponded well with the Chinese medical and health industry in our study in investigating participants’ extent of trust
in Chinese doctors. The response options included: “I do not believe doctors at all,” “I do not believe doctors very much,
and I think I should find more doctors for help,” “I have doubts, but I trust the doctor and will follow the doctor’s plan,”
and “I trust doctors very much and I firmly implement the doctor’s treatment plan.” The respondents’ degree of trust in
doctors expressed by these options differed. The frequency of participants’ choice of each option relatively reflects the
overall situation of their trust in doctors.

Inhabitants’ Perspective Regarding the Chinese DPR
The Patient-Doctor Relationship Questionnaire-15 (PDRQ-15; Chinese version), revised by Hui and Hongqi,14 was used
to assess the inhabitants’ perspectives of DPRs in China. Of these, two questions were selected to describe the condition
of DPRs. One question, “What do you think about the quality of the current DPR?” included five response options of,
“very bad,” “bad,” “neither good nor bad,” “good,” and “very good.” Based on the participants’ responses, the frequency
percentage of each option reflected the current DPR status. The second question was, “What do you think about the
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probability of doctors experiencing DPC in the future?” The probability of doctors experiencing a DPC was measured by
10-point Likert scale, and the score ranged from 1 (low) to 10 (high).

Inhabitants’ Perspectives About the Work Environment of Chinese Doctors
Three indices—doctors’ income, social status, and workload—were used to measure the work environment of Chinese
doctors. Each index was measured using a 10-point Likert scale,12 with responses for the three questions ranging from 1
to 10. Based on the final scores, the data of each index were divided into three groups: a low-score group (score of 1
to 4), a medium-score group (score of 5 to 8 score), and high-score group (score of 9 or 10).

Inhabitants’ Behavior Tendency Toward Doctors in a DPC Situation
We examined the inhabitants’ behavior tendency toward doctors facing a DPC situation. First, we used the question,
“Will you take aggressive actions against Chinese doctors in a DPC?” to assess the participants’ aggressive intentions.
There were three response options. The first response, “I will never attack the doctors in a DPC,” indicated that
participants were not aggressive toward doctors. The second response, “Whether I will attack the doctor in a DPC
depends on the circumstance,” indicated that participants held moderate aggressiveness toward doctors. The third
response, “I would attack the doctor in a DPC,” indicated that participants were highly likely to attack doctors. The
overall status of the inhabitants’ aggressive intentions toward doctors was measured using the participants’ option
selection frequency. Then, the multiple-choice question “What would you do if you are dissatisfied with doctors?” was
asked to investigate the participants’ specific behaviors in a DPC situation. The multiple choices included “Telling people
nearby to discredit doctors,” “Abusing doctors on the Internet,” “Attacking doctors with words and actions,”
“Complaining about doctors to relevant departments or institutions,” “Tolerating the doctor’s accidental mistake,” and
“Wanting to complain, but not yet acted on it.” The respondents’ selection frequency of each option was used to inspect
their specific behaviors in a DPC.

Results
Participants’ Demographic Information
A total of 1598 valid questionnaires were included in the final analysis. The average age of the participants was 25±10
years, ranging from 17 to 63 years. About 63.8% of the participants were women. The majority of the participants
(74.8%) had social medical insurance. Table 1 presents the participants’ sociodemographic information.

Exploratory Factor Analysis and Reliability Analysis of the Doctors’ Inconsiderate
Behaviors as Perceived by the Inhabitants
In this study, 1598 valid questionnaires were collected. The valid data were analyzed using an exploratory factor analysis.
The results of the statistical measures employed were as follows: the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin value was 0.960>0.7, and Bartlett’s
test of sphericity was p<0.001. The data analyses suggested that 17 items in this questionnaire were suitable for a factor
analysis.15 Further, a principal component analysis (PCA) under the method of maximum orthogonal rotation of variance was
used, and the common factors of measurement items were extracted according to the standard of eigenvalue >.16 According
to the PCA, “deviant item-9 and-10” had severe cross-loading, which needed to be eliminated. Finally, the BHB ques-
tionnaire contained 15 items from which two common factors were extracted, and the total explained variation was 64.85%.
After rotation, the dimensions of each item belonged to a clear structure. Table 2 presents the factor loading after rotation.

Based on the results, we found that the first factor focused on doctors’ impassive emotion, and the second factor
encompassed doctors’ improper actions. Therefore, we named the two factors as “human alienation” and “deviant
behavior,” respectively.

In this study, Cronbach’s alpha was used to test the reliability of the scale of doctors’ inconsiderate behaviors.17

Factor 1 of the BHB consisted of seven items with a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.880. Cronbach’s alpha for factor 2 was 0.938
and with eight items. The overall Cronbach’s alpha for the scale of doctors’ inconsiderate behaviors was 0.944.
Therefore, the new scale was found to have good reliability.
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Table 1 Characteristics of the Sampling Inhabitants (n = 1598)

Variables n (%)

Gender
Male 579(36.23)

Female 1019(63.77)

Age (years)
≤20 925(57.88)

21–40 529(33.10)

41–60 141(8.82)
≥61 3(0.19)

Mean age 25
Range 17–63

Junior high school and below 63(3.94)

Senior high school or technical secondary school 137(8.57)
Junior college 106(6.63)

Undergraduate or above 1292(80.85)

Marital status
Unmarried 1209(75.66)

Married 389(24.34)

Registered permanent address locus
Urban 1108(69.34)

Rural 490(30.66)

Occupation
Administrative organs of the government 22(1.38)

Employees of public institutions 112(7.01)

Employees of private company 152(9.51)
Self-employed 73(4.57)

Agricultural practitioners 12(0.75)

Students 1117(69.90)
Retirees 30(1.88)

Others 80(5.01)

Medical insurance type
Social medical insurance 1196(74.84)

Commercial medical insurance 82(5.13)

Both Social medical insurance and commercial medical insurance 194(12.14)
Without any medical insurance 120(7.51)

Missing values 6(0.38)

Medical expenses in the last year (yuan)
<1000 1119(70.03)

1000–5000 358(22.40)

5000–10,000 67(4.19)
>10,000 52(3.25)

Missing values 2(0.13)

Total annual household income (yuan)
<5000 116(7.26)

5000–10,000 212(13.27)

10,000–50,000 464(29.04)
50,000–100,000 404(25.28)

>100,000 395(24.72)

Missing values 7(0.44)
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Univariate Logistic Regression Analysis
Inhabitants’ dual-dimension general evaluation tendency (DET) toward doctors was taken as the outcome variable.
Independent variables included demographic variables, such as education catalog, medical insurance type, frequency of
medical consultations, medical expenses, annual family income, age, and occupation. Through a univariate logistic
regression analysis, the factors influencing inhabitants’ perspectives of the DET were extracted from numerous demo-
graphic variables and included education catalog, medical insurance type, frequency of receiving medical services, and
medical expenses. Among the categorical variables, education catalog and type of medical insurance, one group was
chosen as the control group from each variable, and regarded as a dummy variable. Regarding the education catalog, the
group “junior high school and below” was treated as the control group. Regarding medical insurance type, as shown in
Table 3, the group “social medical insurance” was treated as the control group.

Multivariate Logistic Regression Analysis
The multivariate logistic regression analysis model included the independent variables, such as education catalogs,
medical insurance types, frequency of medical consultations, and medical expenses; and it was identified using the
univariate logistic regression analysis. The DET was used as a binary outcome variable. The results showed that the
frequency of medical consultations, medical expenses, education catalog, and medical insurance type had a statistically
significant impact on the DET (p<0.05; Table 4). The frequency of medical services received by participants (Wald
χ2=6.252, p<0.01, OR>1) had a significantly positive impact on the DET, indicating that inhabitants with a high
frequency of medical consultations had a higher DET score. Furthermore, participants’ medical expenses (Wald
χ2=613.205, p<0.01, OR<1) negatively affected the DET. The results showed that, compared with the “junior high
school and below” group, the participants who graduated from senior high School or technical secondary school (Wald
χ2=15.545, p<0.01, OR>1), and undergraduate college or above (Wald χ2=1.623, p<0.01, OR>1), had a statistically
significant impact on the DET. Additionally, compared to the participants with social medical insurance, participants with
commercial medical insurance (Wald χ2=5.869, p<0.01, OR>1) tended to evaluate doctors more positively, and
participants without any medical insurance (Wald χ2=8.045, p<0.01, OR<1) tended to evaluate doctors more negatively.

Table 2 The Rotated Factor Loading Matrix of All Items (n = 1598)

Items Factor Loadings

F1 F2

To make money, doctors prescribe unnecessary drugs or tests to patients and mislead them to make unreasonable

choices

0.670

Doctors accept bribes from patients and their relatives 0.789

Doctors receive improper income such as business rebates 0.807

Some doctors are mercenary and put personal interests above patients’ interests 0.724
In the process of practicing medicine, doctors will treat patients differently according to their economic status, social

status, identity, and consumption level

0.655

Doctors refuse to accept critical patients to avoid risks 0.549
Doctors rely too much on medical equipment and do all kinds of tests before diagnosis 0.598

Without informing the patients and their families, the doctors execute or change the treatment plan of patients

without authorization

0.551

Doctors are indifferent to patients and seldom put themselves in the interests of patients 0.789

Doctors are impatient and perfunctory to patients and their families 0.797

In the process of diagnosis and treatment, doctors do not show enough respect for patients 0.813
Doctor are alert to the patient and takes excessive diagnosis and treatment 0.747

Doctors do not pay attention to protecting patients’ privacy in the process of diagnosis and treatment 0.761

Doctors lack sympathy and care for patients 0.821
Doctors always feel superior when communicating with patients and their families 0.766
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The significance test of the whole regression model showed that χ2 = 95.344 (p=0.001, p<0.01), Hosmer-Lemeshow =
4.093 (p=0.769, p>0.05), Cox-Snell R2 = 0.058, and Nagelkerke R2 = 0.081, indicating that the goodness of fit of the
regression model was acceptable.

Descriptive Statistical Analysis of Status Indicators
Inhabitants’ General Evaluation of DPRs and Their Extent of Trust on Doctors
I in Figure 1 shows that more than three-fifths of the participants tended to evaluate Chinese doctors positively.
Additionally, over three-fifths of participants reported greater trust in doctors (II in Figure 1). However, III in Figure 1
clearly indicates that over three-fifths of the participants admitted that the current DPR in China is bad, as reported from
the inhabitants’ perspectives.

Inhabitants’ Perspective About the Practice Conditions of Chinese Doctors
II and III in Figure 2 present a strong similarity in the inhabitants’ evaluation tendency toward Chinese doctors’ income and
social status. More than one-fifths of the participants formed the high-score group, indicating their agreement that Chinese
doctors’ income and social status were important. Approximately one-fifth of participants, falling in the low-score group,

Table 3 The Results of Univariate Logistic Regression Analysis on the Factors Influencing the Inhabitants’ General Evaluation
Tendency Toward Doctors (n = 1598)

Independent Variable B S.E. Wald df P-value Odds Ratio 95% CI

Education catalog

Junior high school and below 60.396 3 <0.001

Senior high school or technical secondary school 1.288 0.323 15.876 1 <0.001 3.625 1.924–6.832
Junior college 0.576 0.334 2.982 1 0.084 1.779 0.925–3.422

Undergraduate or above 1.652 0.277 35.449 1 <0.001 5.218 3.029–8.989

Medical insurance type
Social medical insurance 13.648 3 0.003

Commercial medical insurance 0.421 0.264 2.531 1 0.112 1.523 0.907–2.557
Both social medical insurance and commercial medical insurance 0.160 0.167 0.925 1 0.336 1.174 0.847–1.628

Without any medical insurance −0.577 0.193 8.941 1 0.003 0.561 0.385–0.820

Frequency of receiving medical services 0.159 0.074 4.696 1 0.030 1.173 1.015–1.355
Medical expenses −0.235 0.071 10.901 1 0.001 0.790 0.687–0.909

Annual family income 0.123 0.044 7.796 1 0.005 1.131 1.037–1.233

Table 4 The Results of Multivariate Logistic Regression Analysis on the Factors Influencing the Inhabitants’ General Evaluation
Tendency Toward Doctors (n = 1598)

Independent Variable B S.E. Wald df P value OR value 95% CI

Education catalog

Junior high school and below 56.408 3 <0.01
Senior high school or technical secondary school 1.301 0.330 15.545 1 <0.01 3.675 1.924–7.017

Junior college 0.531 0.340 2.447 1 0.118 1.701 0.874–3.311

Undergraduate or above 1.623 0.285 32.527 1 <0.01 5.069 2.902–8.855
Insurance type

Social medical insurance 16.721 3 0.001

Commercial medical insurance 0.676 0.279 5.869 1 0.015 1.966 1.138–3.396
Both social medical insurance and commercial medical insurance 0.204 0.172 1.402 1 0.236 1.226 0.875–1.718

Without any medical −0.562 0.198 8.045 1 0.005 0.570 0.386–0.840

Frequency of receiving medical services 0.200 0.080 6.252 1 0.012 1.222 1.044–1.429
Medical expenses −0.283 0.078 13.205 1 <0.001 0.753 0.647–0.878

Abbreviations: DPR, doctor–patient relationship; DET, dual-dimension general evaluation tendency to doctors; DPC, doctor–patient conflict.
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indicated that doctors’ income and social status were not significant from the inhabitants’ perspectives. The high rate of the
high-score group is prominent in IV in Figure 2, and almost three-fifths of the participants believed that Chinese doctors’
workload was extremely heavy. About 3.25% of the participants fell in the low-score group.

Figure 1 Inhabitants’ overall perception of doctor–patient relationship.
Notes: (I) In the single choice question “What is your general evaluation about Chinese doctors?” the answers “A. All the doctors are bad,” “B. There are more bad
doctors, a few good doctors,” and “C. Good doctors and bad doctors are equal in number” were considered as a negative evaluation tendency. Additionally, two options,
“D. There are more good doctors and a few bad doctors” and “E. All the doctors are good,” were treated as a positive general evaluation tendency. (I) shows that more than
three-fifth of the participants tended to evaluate Chinese doctors positively. (II) A representative question “Considering your trust in the doctor, what is your opinion about
the doctor’s diagnosis and treatment plan?” was used to test the trust extent of participants to doctors. The response options included “A. I do not believe doctors at all,”
“B. I do not believe doctors very much, and I think I should find more doctors for help,” “C. I have doubts, but I trust the doctor and will follow the doctor’s plan,” and “D. I
trust doctors very much and I firmly implement the doctor’s treatment plan.” The respondents’ degree of trust in doctors expressed by these options was different. The
frequency of participants’ choice of each option relatively reflects the overall situation of their trust in doctors. More than three-fifth participants reported greater trust in
doctors. (III) “How do you think is the quality of the current DPR?” included five response options of “A. Very bad,” “B. Bad,” “C. Not bad and not good,” “D. Good,” and
“E. Very good.” was used to assess the inhabitants’ perspective on DPRs in China. Based on the participants’ responses, the frequency percentage of each option reflected
the current DPR status. (III) clearly shows that over three-fifth of the participants admitted that the current DPR in China is bad. (IV) The question “A. Will you take
aggressive actions against Chinese doctors in a DPC?” was used to assess the participants’ aggressive intentions. There were three response options. The first response, “B. I
will never attack the doctors in a DPC,” indicated that participants were not aggressive toward doctors. The second response, “C. Whether I will attack the doctor in a
DPC depends on the circumstance,” indicated that participants held moderate aggressiveness toward doctors. The third response, “I would attack the doctor in a DPC,”
indicated that participants were highly likely to attack doctors. As shown in (IV), when doctors ignored the inhabitants, about 54.88% of the participants reported that they
would never attack or abuse doctors, and 44.43% would respond depending on the temporal situation; however, 0.69% of the participants reported that they would
absolutely attack or abuse doctors.
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Inhabitants’ Behavior Tendency Toward Doctors in a DPC Situation
As shown in IV in Figure 1, when doctors ignored the inhabitants, about 54.88% of the participants reported that they
would never attack or abuse doctors, and 44.43% reported that would respond depending on the temporal situation;
however, 0.69% of the participants reported that they would definitely attack or abuse doctors.

In the multiple-choice question “When you are dissatisfied with the doctor, what will you do,” about 7.51% of
participants stated that they would “Tell people around them to discredit doctors,” while only 1.75% and 1.63% would
“Abuse doctors on the Internet” and “Attack doctors with words and actions,” respectively. About 57.76% of the
inhabitants reported that they would “Complain about doctors by resorting to relevant departments or institutions,” half
of the participants expressed that they would tolerate the doctor’s accidental mistake, and 26.66% of the participants
reported that they would complain but had not approached to seek help.

Figure 2 Inhabitants’ overall perception of doctor profession.
Notes: (I) The probability of doctors experiencing a DPC was measured by a score ranging from 1 (low) to 10 (high). The groups of 1 to 4 score means low score group,
the groups of 5 to 8 score means medium score group, and the groups of 9 to 10 score means high score group. The scoring trend of the probability of doctors suffering
from a DPC speculated by the participants was similar to a normal distribution. The number of participants who gave a score of 1-2 and 9-10 was similar (about 10%,
respectively). The majority of the participants (about two-fifth) concentrated on 5-6 points. (II) The income level of doctors was measured by a score ranging from 1 (low)
to 10 (high). The groups of 1 to 4 score means low score group, the groups of 5 to 8 score means medium score group and the groups of 9 to 10 score means high score
group. More than one-fifth of the participants formed the high score group, indicating their agreement that Chinese doctors’ income was high. Approximately one-fifth of
participants, falling in the low score group, indicated that doctors’ income was not significant from the inhabitants’ perspective. (III) The social status of doctors was
measured by a score ranging from 1 (low) to 10 (high). The groups of 1 to 4 score means low score group, the groups of 5 to 8 score means medium score group and the
groups of 9 to 10 score means high score group. More than one-fifth of the participants formed the high score group, indicating their agreement that Chinese doctors’ social
status was high. Approximately one-fifth of participants, falling in the low score group, indicated that doctors’ social status was not significant from the inhabitants’
perspective. (IV) The workload of doctors was measured by a score ranging from 1 (low) to 10 (high). The groups of 1 to 4 score means low score group, the groups of 5 to
8 score means medium score group and the groups of 9 to 10 score means high score group. The high rate of the high score group is prominent in Figure 7, and almost
three-fifths of the participants believed that Chinese doctors’ workload was extremely heavy. About 3.25% of the participants fell in the low score group.
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Discussion
In this study, we developed a questionnaire on doctors’ inconsiderate behavior from the perspective of inhabitants. We
found that education level, frequency of medical treatment, medical insurance, and medical expenses affected inhabi-
tant’s’ evaluation of doctors’ professional reputation. Although the current situation of DPR is strained in China, there
appears to be feasible methods to reduce this tension.

From the inhabitants’ perspective, 15 inconsiderate behaviors initiated by Chinese doctors were listed and divided
into two dimensions (ie, “human alienation” and “deviant behavior”) (see Table 2). In previous research, Zhang et al18

summarized four main inconsiderate behaviors of doctors based on the patients’ negative general evaluation, including
impatience, disrespect, exclusion of patients from decision-making, and disregard of patients’ disease or symptoms.
Doctors’ inconsiderate behaviors toward the patients and inhabitants’ perspectives in this study also show similar
characteristics. Doctors’ behaviors, services, or practiced habits during diagnosis and treatment, whether good or bad,
emphasize the importance of their interpersonal communication ability. For patients in the United States,19 doctors’
honesty, openness, and timely communication are the most important aspects for assessing a good DPR. According to the
satisfaction survey, most patients claimed that doctors should provide them with sufficient information and participation
rights in the treatment process.20 From the patients’ perspectives, it is insufficient for a good doctor to exhibit excellent
professional skills in the workplace while neglecting patients’ emotional needs. Thus, it is essential to ask doctors to
reduce “human alienation” and “deviant behaviors.” Generally, doctors have to offer advanced medical technology
services to patients with compassionate care and regular inspection of their professional behaviors based on patient-
centered principles, such as the Socratic maxim “Know Yourself”.21

The current study found that multiple factors involving inhabitants’ educational level, medical insurance type,
frequency of medical consultations, and medical expenses affected inhabitants’ attitudes regarding doctors’ professional
reputation. Inhabitants with high-level education, high frequency of medical consultations, and high-quality medical
insurance tended to evaluate the doctors’ professional reputation positively. Participants experiencing high medical
expenses generally tended to evaluate doctors negatively. These findings are consistent with those of Shi et al,22 who
found that the patients’ satisfaction with DPR differed statistically based on age, living area, education catalog,
occupation, and medical expenses incurred. Moreover, people with high-level education and greater frequency of medical
consultations have the advantage of providing sufficient information about doctors’ profession owing to better individual
understanding and frequent interaction, further enhancing their positive emotions toward the hospital industry. Typically,
inhabitants having competency in purchasing medical insurance and those with good financial conditions often possess
adequate ability to resist risks and are not as vulnerable to the high medical cost burden. On the contrary, inhabitants with
an experience of high medical expenses are more likely to divert their dissatisfaction toward doctors and even the
hospital industry as a whole. The above findings indicate that the deterioration of the DPR cannot be completely
attributed to “bad doctors” or “inconsiderate services” as individual differences in the evaluator group with disparate
experiences are relatively large.

We found that 87.55% of the participants considered the social image of doctors to be good, and approximately
87.42% trusted Chinese doctors. However, 60.26% of the participants admitted that the current Chinese DPR was tense,
which is similar to Zhang et al’s15 findings (48.89%). In general, our findings suggest that inhabitants held a positive
general evaluation tendency toward Chinese doctors, while they had a negative attitude toward Chinese DPR. The
reasons why inhabitants hold a contradictory view on the general impression about doctors and the DPR is worth further
exploration using an empirical study. Some Chinese media failed to report DPR events from a profound, professional,
and objective perspective, which led to the deviation of inhabitants’ cognition toward the hospital industry.23 Yang’s
research suggested that media reports had little influence on the perceptions of the causes of tense DPRs, but influenced
the inhabitants’ perceptions of the number of DPCs. Hence, media reports significantly influence DPRs. Second,
according to the stakeholder theory,24 deteriorating DPRs is not only caused by doctors and patients, but is also greatly
influenced by other stakeholders, including hospitals, governments, societies, and businesses. For instance, the price of
Chinese medical equipment has been increasing unreasonably owing to business stakeholders. Consequently, patients’
financial burden increases, which deepens their dissatisfaction with doctors and worsens the DPR.25 The causes of the
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deteriorating DPR should be discussed not only among doctors and patients but also across the medical system and
society,26 considering the participation of all stakeholders, which is critical for bottom-up health reforms to improve
DPRs in China.27

The present study found that about one-fifth of the inhabitants believed that doctors’ income and social status were
considerably high. However, this was found to be disproportionate to the doctors’ heavy workload and high risks of
DPCs. Furthermore, about three-fifths of the participants thought that the Chinese doctors’ workload was extremely
heavy. Likewise, nearly one-tenth of the participants considered doctors to be at-risk of suffering DPCs. Participants
reported that doctors’ work environments were terrible, which is consistent with the doctors’ self-perceptions. Indeed,
doctors’ job burnout is strongly related to the deterioration of the work environment.28 A recent study in 2019 indicated
that the overall prevalence of burnout symptoms among Chinese doctors was 85.79%.29 Many factors could cause the
poor professional environment of Chinese doctors. For instance, some of the main reasons are that China’s high-quality
health resources are relatively weak and regional inequality30 results in a huge per capita workload of doctors. Other
reasons include the backward salary mechanism of doctors, and the serious outflow of talent.31 The reform of China’s
health system is not thorough due to the existence of bureaucratization and fragmentation.32 Fortunately, the current
inferior working environment of doctors has not only been recognized by Chinese doctors,33 but has also been
acknowledged by Chinese inhabitants according to the current study findings. Thus, the current findings strongly indicate
that the Chinese doctors’ working environment requires improvement, and that only focusing on external economic
incentives is inadequate. Thus, it is imperative to improve doctors’ internal motivation and intrinsic satisfaction.34

In our study, 54.88% of the participants reported that they would never attack doctors if they were irritated by them in
the hospital. About 44.43% of the participants reported being uncertain of whether they would exhibit temporary
responses depending on the specific situation at that time. However, only 0.69% of the participants reported that they
would choose to take aggressive actions against doctors if they were angered. According to the participants’ self-
predicted intention data, we can speculate that Chinese doctors are exposed to a high personal risk environment. The
deterioration of DPRs is mainly reflected in the rejection, opposition, and conflict between the relationship status of
doctors and patients.35 Thus, poor DPRs can be initiated by emotions or behaviors.36 Patients’ aggressive behavior
contributes to the deterioration of DPR in the most severe and violent style. In a DPCs, patients who engage in aggressive
behaviors against doctors are directly reacting to a personal safety situation. In a vicious circle, aggressive behaviors
initiated by patients toward doctors has become a leading cause of inferior public perception of DPRs.37 Meanwhile,
about 57.76% of participants reported that they would initially seek help by appealing to a third party when they
encounter a doctor’s unconscionable behavior, which shows that most participants were likely to take an appropriate
rational approach to tackle their dispute with doctors. Using third-party intervention appears to be the best way to deal
with DPCs based on our findings. However, about 26.66% of the participants reported that they wanted to mediate the
dispute in the DPC situation but were unaware of the department from which they could seek help. This contradiction
highlights the important role of third-party institutions in the doctor–patient contradiction. As a strong information
asymmetry exists in the relationship between doctors and patients,38 it often requires a third party to intervene and settle
medical disputes.39 For example, Rui et al40 discussed the important role of medical social workers in third-party
mediation organizations for the purpose of managing medical disputes.

Limitations
Although this paper has several contributions, some limitations must be mentioned. First, we used a self-developed and
self-administered questionnaire. Although the scientific nature of the questionnaire has been verified with acceptable
statistical results, it still has a certain extent of subjectivity without repeated verification by other studies. Second, the
cross-sectional nature of the study cannot indicate a causal relationship. Third, by utilizing an online survey, completion
of the questionnaire is carried out through the network, which will affect the distribution structure of participants in the
population and interfere with the quality of the questionnaire. Fourth, a convenience sample was adopted, which tends to
increase the potential sampling bias. Fifth, we used a non-random sampling method, which has certain subjectivity, and
does not allow the data to be analyzed by inferential statistics. Therefore, random sampling and longitudinal research
designs are necessary in future studies.
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Conclusion
This study investigated the status of the overall evaluation of doctors’ professional reputation in China based on the
inhabitants’ perspectives. From the two dimensions of “deviant behavior” and “human alienation” in our research, we listed
15 inconsiderate behaviors of doctors based on the perspectives of Chinese inhabitants and developed a questionnaire.
Additionally, we found that inhabitants with a high education level, high frequency of medical consultations, high quality of
medical insurance, and high medical expenses were more likely to evaluate doctors’ professional reputation positively.
Moreover, the findings revealed that inhabitants held positive general evaluations of doctors and a high degree of trust in
them; however, the Chinese inhabitants acknowledged the terrible working environment of doctors and tense DPRs. Doctors’
high income and social status obtained broad acceptance from inhabitants. Concurrently, the findings revealed that the
Chinese doctors’ workload was extremely heavy, which was observed by inhabitants. Although the inhabitants expressed
sympathy for the professional environment of doctors, some inhabitants claimed that they would behave aggressively if they
were dissatisfied with their doctor. These findings seem to imply that inhabitants hold complex and contradictory attitudes
toward and perceptions of Chinese doctors. Fortunately, most inhabitants were rational and asserted that they would seek
help from third-party organizations in a DPC situation.
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